
amendment on their next initiative—even though they, themselves,
objected in principal to incorporating campaign finance reform in the
constitution. When the state legislature is strongly opposed to proposed
reforms, the constitutional initiative may very well be the only viable
mechanism for reform. 

Recent history of campaign finance reform in Colorado reveals how
the initiative process, and constitutional initiatives in particular, can be
used to fulfill the role for which they were created almost one hundred
years ago. Constitutional initiatives can be very effective tools to make
government more responsive to the people, by allowing the people to cir-
cumvent the institutions of representative government when elected offi-
cials are opposed to the views and the interests of the people they are
designed to serve.
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The American states employ four basic methods for constitutional change:
the constitutional convention, legislative proposal of amendments, the
constitutional commission, and amendment via the constitutional initia-
tive. In most cases, states utilize the constitutional convention when revis-
ing their state constitutions—not until 1945, when Georgia did so, was a
state constitution written by a constitutional commission.1 Conventions
have also been used to propose amendments, but most amendments are
proposed by the state legislature. In some instances, the amendments that
legislatures propose originate in constitutional commissions, bodies
appointed by the political authorities to study constitutional problems in
the state and to propose solutions to those problems. In forty-nine states
(Florida is the exception), these commissions recommend amendments to
the legislature, which then may adopt the recommendations and transmit
them to the people for ratification, modify them and submit the modified
proposals for ratification, or ignore the recommendations altogether.
Finally, eighteen states permit the people by petition to propose amend-
ments, which become part of the constitution when ratified by the people.
These broad categories mask considerable interstate variation in how states
structure and regulate constitutional change.

Constitutional Conventions

Constitutional conventions maximize the opportunities for popular par-
ticipation in constitutional reform. The voters decide whether to hold a
convention, they elect the delegates who will propose a new constitution
(or amendments), and the constitution (or amendments) take effect only
when ratified by popular referendum. Some states—for example, Mon-
tana in 1972—have prohibited those holding public office from serving
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as delegates, to ensure that the convention proceedings not replicate pol-
itics as usual. Even in the absence of such restrictions, many convention
delegates have never served in the state legislative or executive branches,
so conventions provide an opportunity for a new cohort of citizens to
become directly involved in the government of the state.

Most state constitutions expressly recognize the power of the people
to revise the fundamental law. Several incorporate language drawn from
eighteenth-century constitutions, declaring that “all political power is
vested in and derived from the people only” and that the people conse-
quently have “an incontestable, unalienable, and indefeasible right” to
“reform, alter, or totally change [government] when their protection,
safety, prosperity, and happiness require it.”1 However, these provisions
offer little guidance about how the people might exercise its power, and
so many state constitutions also deal with constitutional conventions in
more concrete terms. Some prescribe in detail not only how a convention
should be called but also how it will operate. For example, the Delaware
Constitution mandates the size of the convention, describes the districts
from which delegates will be selected, provides for the filling of vacancies,
designates the site at which the convention will meet, and specifies a quo-
rum for convention proceedings.2 Other state constitutions reserve to the
convention the power to determine its own organization, choose its own
officers, and determine its rules of procedure.3 Frequently, however, they
direct the legislature to enact laws to carry out the people’s will that a con-
vention be held. Thus, the legislature may determine how large the con-
vention will be, how delegates will be elected, how long the convention
will meet, and what compensation delegates will receive.4 Control over
these features of the convention can of course have a considerable effect
on whether the convention succeeds and on what proposals it puts forth.

Even in states whose constitutions do not expressly deal with consti-
tutional conventions, it is generally acknowledged that the people retain
the authority to revise the fundamental law and that the legislature pos-
sesses the power to enact laws necessary and proper to enable the people to
exercise that authority. Yet the absence of express constitutional language
can be important. For example, reasoning from the fact that the Alabama
Constitution did not directly authorize limited conventions, the Alabama
Supreme Court concluded that the legislature could not restrict the topics
that a convention could address or the subjects on which it might propose
amendments.5 This ruling, fueling fears about what an unlimited conven-
tion might propose, helped discourage calling a convention in the state.6
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States vary in the mechanisms they employ to call conventions. All
states grant the legislature authority to decide whether a convention call
should be placed on the ballot for popular approval, with a two-thirds
vote of each house typically required for submission of the question.
However, fourteen states—embracing the Jeffersonian notion that no
generation can bind future generations on fundamental political mat-
ters—also require that the question of whether a convention should be
called be placed on the ballot periodically.7 The effectiveness of this mech-
anism remains a matter of dispute. In recent years voters have consistently
rejected convention calls, and some states have even ignored the constitu-
tional command that the convention question be submitted to the vot-
ers.8 Nevertheless, the prospect of a convention call may induce state offi-
cials to address popular concerns, lest they fuel efforts for constitutional
reform. In Rhode Island, for example, the legislature in 2003 proposed an
amendment to address persistent separation-of-power concerns, one year
before the automatic convention call was scheduled to appear on the bal-
lot. Finally, Montana—one of the states that has adopted periodic sub-
mission to the voters—has also authorized putting the question of a con-
vention on the ballot via the initiative, although this innovation in the
state’s 1972 constitution has never been used.9

States vary to some extent in the margin they require for ratification
of convention proposals. During the nineteenth century several states
required that proposals be ratified by a majority of those voting at the elec-
tion rather than of those voting on the constitutional question, thus in effect
treating the failure to vote on a proposal as equivalent to a “no” vote.
Given voter roll-off, this was an almost insuperable barrier to amend-
ment, overcome only by the subterfuge of having parties take positions on
proposals and then counting a straight party-line vote as a vote for the
proposal. Nowadays, only Minnesota and New Hampshire require a
supermajority to ratify convention proposals, and most states permit rat-
ification by a simple majority of those voting on the proposals. Although
this might seem to facilitate ratification, convention proposals have
enjoyed only mixed success over the last half century.

Proposal of Amendments by the State Legislature

A similar diversity can be found in how states structure constitutional
amendment via the state legislature. Forty-nine states require that
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amendments proposed by the legislature be ratified by the people. In
Delaware, the sole exception, an amendment takes effect if it twice
receives a two-thirds vote of the membership of each house of the state
legislature, with an intervening election at which voters can presumably
make known their views.10 Delaware’s mechanism for tapping public
sentiment was fairly common in state constitutions until early in the
nineteenth century, when it was replaced in most states by ratification
by referendum.

For proposing amendments, eighteen states require a simple majority
in each house of the state legislature, seven states require a three-fifths
vote in each house, and eighteen state follow the federal Constitution in
mandating a two-thirds vote in each house.11 Three states—Connecticut,
Hawaii, and New Jersey—permit the legislature to propose amendments
either by an extraordinary majority or by a majority vote in two legisla-
tive sessions, the second following an intervening election. Four states—
Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, and Kentucky—limit the number of amend-
ments that the legislature can propose at any one time.

For ratifying amendments, forty-four states require a simple majority
in a popular referendum, four require a majority of those voting in the
election, and New Hampshire requires a two-thirds vote.12 There seems to
be no correlation between the size of the legislative majority necessary to
propose an amendment and the popular majority required to ratify it.
States that facilitate legislative proposal of amendments by requiring only
a simple majority in each house typically do not attempt to check unwise
amendments by requiring an extraordinary majority for ratification.

Constitutional Commissions

Constitutional commissions originated in the United States during the
nineteenth century—the first met in New Jersey in 1852—and they
became increasingly important in state constitutional reform during the
twentieth century.13 The popularity of this mode of constitutional change
derives from two advantages it offers the legislature. First, the commission
has resources of time and expertise unavailable to the legislature for con-
sidering constitutional problems and for crafting solutions to those prob-
lems. Second, legislators have the opportunity to assess the public reac-
tion to commission proposals, and the commission can take the political
heat for any unpopular recommendations that it puts forth.
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Typically, the selection, size, and composition of a constitutional
commission are dealt with by statute or by executive order rather than by
the state constitution. The statute or executive order also determines the
mandate of the commission—whether it will be a limited commission
authorized to address a particular problems or an unlimited commission.
Interstate variations among state constitutional commissions have been
largely a product of the differing political situations in those states when
the commissions were established. However, two states have pioneered
distinctive approaches. Utah has by statute created a permanent constitu-
tional commission to study constitutional problems in the state and
report its findings and recommendations to the legislature.14 This innova-
tion has enjoyed considerable success, allowing the commission to iden-
tify low-salience constitutional problems and to anticipate future prob-
lems, rather than permitting them to reach crisis proportions. Florida in
its 1968 constitution authorized the periodic formation of a commission
that would recommend constitutional changes directly to the electorate.15

Florida’s innovation resembles somewhat the periodic convention calls
found in other states, in that the question of constitutional change is reg-
ularly placed before the voters. It also resembles the constitutional initia-
tive (which is also available in Florida) in that it bypasses the legislature
altogether in proposing amendments (although legislative leaders do
appoint some members of the commission). As Rebecca Mae Salokar’s
contribution to this volume explains, the Florida commission has enjoyed
mixed success in its two efforts at constitutional reform, and thus far no
state has emulated Florida’s approach.16 Nevertheless, Florida itself drew
on the model of the constitutional commission when in 1988 it created a
Taxation and Budget Commission, mandated to meet every ten years,
with authority to submit proposals dealing with the state’s finances
directly to the voters.17

Constitutional Initiative

Of the eighteen states with the constitutional initiative, sixteen employ the
direct initiative: if proponents collect the required number of signatures on
an initiative petition, the initiative amendment is placed on the ballot for
popular ratification.18 Two states—Massachusetts and Mississippi—have
the indirect initiative: proposals obtaining a sufficient number of signa-
tures must first be referred to the state legislature and, depending on its
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action, may only then be submitted to the voters. Some states by statute,
others by constitutional provision determine the number of signatures nec-
essary to qualify for the ballot, whether there is a distributional require-
ment for signatures (e.g., a certain number or percentage in each county
in the state), and other crucial procedural issues. Most states require only
a simple majority to ratify a constitutional initiative, imposing the same
standard used for ratification of amendments proposed by the legislature.
However, Mississippi and Nebraska have sought to ensure that constitu-
tional initiatives reflect the popular will by requiring that proposals receive
a minimum percentage of the total vote at the election in which they are
considered.19 This combination of the indirect initiative plus difficult rati-
fication requirements has virtually eliminated the initiative as a mechanism
for constitutional reform in Mississippi.
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